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SplashLink Partners with Water Innovation Clusters, Drives New Tech Development and
Connects with Funding
Beachwood, OH – SplashLink (splashlink.com) is currently working with several of the nation’s
leading water technology innovation clusters, a program created and facilitated by the US EPA.
Partners of SplashLink offer their members and supporting organizations access to SplashLink’s
millions of dollars available in grants and financing for research and technology development.
Of the existing technology clusters, SplashLink is working with Accelerate H2O, an innovation
cluster in Texas, The Water Council, based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and the Cleveland Water
Alliance, located in Cleveland, Ohio.
These organizations are offering SplashLink subscriptions as a way to attract and maintain high
membership levels. By offering SplashLink subscriptions, the clusters are able to accelerate and
drive water technology innovation in their regions which could directly affect regional economic
development.
‘SplashLink has been a great resource and an added value for our water cluster members,’ said
Bryan Stubbs, Executive Director of the Cleveland Water Alliance, ‘by offering a subscription
benefit with our membership, we are able to attract and appeal to not only the larger industry
organizations, but we show new technology companies there is a seat for them at the table as
well.’

ABOUT SPLASHLINK:
SplashLink the first online marketplace to support an entire range of project, financing, and
sourcing needs for the highly fragmented and increasingly stressed global water industry. One
of its key features is to serve organizations and companies developing new technologies by
offering millions of dollars in valuable grants and financing opportunities. With funding sources
ranging from governmental State Revolving Funds, to private foundations and entities,
SplashLink brings forward funding opportunities that may otherwise go unnoticed by its
subscribers. Specializing in posting and identifying funding opportunities, SplashLink offers a
water-specific database to assist its subscribers in accelerating their R&D process to get
products to market faster. SplashLink accelerates response to local and global challenges by
connecting industry players and opportunities with this innovative platform like never before.

